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Please answer any 8 out of the following 10 questions.

1. According to the text, what is transparency in trade, and what are the implications of
this issue?

Transparency involves the extent to which trade decisions are made “in
the open” with clear rules being published. In some countries, clear
rules are not published, and arbitrary and inconsistent decisions may
be made by government officials.

2. What are some cautions in interpreting country income figures?

Country income figures tend to reflect averages that may not be
meaningful in economies where income is unevenly distributed. For
example, if 5% of people in a country have an income of $100,000 and
95% earn $2,500 the mean is $7,375. Yet, few (or, in this case, none)
of the individuals actually have this mean level. The median of
$2,500 is much lower. There may be large differences in income by
region. For example, income in Shanghai is much higher than it is in
rural China. Also, if income figures are denominated in dollars,
income levels will fluctuate with the dollar although there is less of
a change in the local economy. Data for some countries, where much of
the economy is underground, may also be inaccurate.

3. Rap singer Explicit E would like to market his records outside his home country of
Britain. Please discuss language issues with respect to lyrics that may be important in
appealing to potential listeners in other cultures.

The English language is a relatively low context language, and
listeners in some cultures may be more used to subtleties. In
English, there is an emphasis on the active voice while the passive
voice may be better liked in some societies. In English, there is
often a strong emphasis on logical sequence, conciseness, and staying
on topic. In Romance languages, there may be a greater desire for
digressions and in Asian cultures, there may be an expectation of
indirection and coming back to the same issues with progressively
greater precision. People who have learned traditional language may
not relate to idioms (e.g., “in the ballpark”), current slang, and
neologisms—words that have recently come into use in English such as
“short list.”

4. The Giant Lonestar Band is interested in marketing its new country music CD entitled
A Texas Size Ego in China and Japan. Please discuss what they might expect to
experience during negotiations with distributors there.



The band will probably encounter a greater emphasis on socializing and
non-task activities before real negotiations begin. The setting may
be somewhat more formal, and there will be a need to watch for non-
verbal communication. Some delay should be expected if a translator
is used. Words, even when translated, may have different meanings.
The Japanese negotiators will probably want to discuss most issues
before reaching an agreement on any one issue. They should be
prepared for long silences during which the Japanese negotiators think
about points being made.

5. Louis Vuitton, a manufacturer of high quality suitcases and travel gear, is interested in
expanding its business in China. Please discuss what kinds of “soft” data might be
relevant in understanding this market.

“Soft” data involves information about the country and its culture
that cannot be readily quantified. Studying how travel is done, what
is brought along, the size of the case preferred, how the brand is
perceived, and how suitcases are judged would be important.

6. According to the text, how do epic and etic research approaches perspectives differ?

The emic approach emphasizes understanding behavior within the context
of the national or local culture based on its unique situation or
facts. The etic approach, in contrast, seeks more universal
behavioral or attitudinal understanding and therefore emphasizes “pan-
cultural” measures.

7. Hewlett-Packard is reviewing opportunities to improve its global management
structure. Please discuss how Hofstede’s Dimensions are relevant here, emphasizing
any two dimensions in your analysis. (You do not need to tie specific countries to
specific dimensions).

Hofstede’s Dimensions will help the management understand motivations,
expectations, and practices in different countries. The
Individualism-Collectivism dimension affects the kinds of rewards that
are likely to be effective in a culture. In countries higher on
individualism, individual rewards and recognition are likely to be
more effective, while rewarding the group is likely to be more
effective in collectivist cultures. The Power Distance dimension
affects how people interact. In cultures with low power distance,
younger employees are more likely to express their opinions and
delegation is more likely to be practiced. The Masculine-Feminine
dimension affects the extent to which the culture values conquering,
as opposed to harmonizing with, nature, and Uncertainty Avoidance
affects the willingness of a culture to try approaches and ideas.

8. Please discuss laws of interest to U.S. firms doing business abroad.

.S. firms must comply with U.S. antitrust laws—such as not fixing
prices, selling below cost, obtaining an excessive market share, or
colluding with competitors—even when operating abroad. The Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act prohibits the paying of bribes. It is illegal
to participate in a boycott against Israel or even to certify that the



firm is currently not doing business with Israel. It is illegal to
trade with firms in certain “enemy” countries.

9. Within the context of international trade, please discuss the significance of non-tariff
barriers?

Non-tariff barriers involve measures to discourage imports through
means other than imposing a duty or tariff on the product. This may
be accomplished by making cumbersome regulations, imposing extensive
paperwork, or making it difficult to get products approved. These
barriers often make it unprofitable to serve certain markets, may
increase costs, or may delay a firm from getting started in a new
market. Non-tariff barriers are especially problematic because they
may be difficult to anticipate in advance and may, on the surface,
seem reasonable.

10. According to the text, what are some methods for estimating market sizes?

Two methods mentioned are:
a. Trade Analysis: Estimation of the total country market

based on total production plus imports minus exports.
b. Analogy: A country with comparable economic development

and consumer behavior where the market size is known is
selected. A “surrogate” measure of a highly correlated
product is then chosen and demand is calculated based on
the relative population sizes. Alternatively, past
consumption in one country believed to “run ahead” of the
country of interest can be selected, and sales can be
projected.


